




The original concept for the 
FL9 was for the Santa Fe

The purpose was to carry extra water 
tanks to eliminate stops. 

The Santa Fe wanted an engine with 
a larger water capacity than the FP9.



Would FL9’s have looked better with

“Warbonnet on it?”

Artwork courtesy of Bill Schneider

Rapido Trains, Inc.



What may have 
been,

and what was.



SANTA  FE  ROUTE  MAP



New Haven Route 

Map

l



AT&SF vs NYNH&H

Chicago to LA; 2014.9 miles NYC to Boston; 229.5 miles





Cos Cob Power Plant

In 1956 the New Haven contracted with the consulting 
firm of Coverdale & Colpitts to review the viability of 
upgrading the electrification system.

In the meantime, the NH was taking delivery of the 10 
EP-5s from GE.





Map Showing NHRR Electrification
NYC to New Haven, Conn.



New Haven DL-109s

NHRR president F.C. Dumaine Jr. put forth a proposal to 
give the DL-109s 3rd rail capability. They would prove to 

have been too heavy for the NYC’s Park Ave. 
viaduct,and too costly to modify.

The NH then placed an order for the 10 EP-5s.





The  EMD Plan
What was it that EMD proposed to

the  New Haven ?



The  Van Nest Shops

in the Bronx

What EMD proposed to the New Haven was to close and sell off the

Van Nest Electric Shops in The Bronx, the Readville Shops in Mass.

and centralize all repairs in New Haven.

What then was in it for EMD. . . .$$$$?



FORTUNATELY, IT NEVER HAPPENED



EP-5 vs FL9
One EP-5 was good for 20 cars.

4000 cont. horsepower;

short time rating of 10,000!

One FL9 was good for 6 cars.

1750 horsepower 2000-2029

1800 horsepower 2030-2059



What did the NH do based on the
Coverdale & Colpitts report?



FL9 Aftermath

EP-3s and PAs on the deadline

23 year old EP-4s

on the scrap line



EMD then built two demonstrators painted in NH colors 
and numbered them 2000-2001. They originally had a 
Blomberg front truck which was eventually replaced 

with a longer wheelbase  4 wheel Flexicoil truck.

EMD tried selling FL9s to the PRR for NY&LB service

and  to the NYC. After testing on the NYC, they went to the PRR.

After a 3rd rail  fire in the North River tunnel on a test run of the 
FL9s, the PRR “kindly” banned them from the property, the 

NYC was not too thrilled with them either. Since McGinnis  and 
Alpert  were  so anti-electric, the FL9s found a home on the NH.





Demonstrators 2000-2001 in New Haven colors

at La Grange October,1956. Note the Blomberg Truck.

They were officially accepted by the NH on

August 1, 1957 after  extensive testing.



Standard Blomberg Truck



Extended  wheelbase  Flexicoil front  truck  prior  

to  installation  of  3
rd

rail  pick-up  equipment.

The  standard  Blomberg truck  could  not  be 

adapted  to accomodate the necessary  3
rd

rail  

apparatus. The Flexicoil truck  was  first  used  on  

the  GM  AeroTrain.



Standard 3-axle Flexicoil Truck



The



So, there were 60 FL9s delivered in 2 orders;

1957 - 2000-2029 and 1960 - 2030-2059.

What were the differences?



A pantograph on a diesel??
The first 30 FL9s (NH Class EDER-5) were equipped with an overhead 

3rd rail  contact shoe to make contact with the overhead 3rd rail in GCT which was 
placed over complex trackwork to prevent stalling in the 3rd rail gaps.

All NH and NYC motors that used GCT were equipped with a DC pantograph.



Units 2000-2029 had a 16-567C Prime Mover of 1750HP
Units 2030-2059 had a 16-567D1 Prime Mover of 1800HP





Whereas the first 30 had nose mu 

capability, the second 30 would not.

The roof mounted pantograph would be 

eliminated as would the rear ladder.

The first 30 had dynamic brakes, the 

second 30 would not.

They were to be used only in passenger  

service. the first 30 units had 3 seats in 

the cab, the second 30 would have only 2.

roof piping would also be modified.



No. 2049 enroute to the New Haven in 

October, 1960.



In 1961 the ICC issued what 
was known as the Webb-Reis 
Report which stated that the 

biggest financial blunder 
committed by the New Haven 

since it emerged from 
reorganization in 1947 was the 
$17m purchase of the 60 FL9s.





With the reduction in electrics due to the McGinnis/Alpert 
motive power policies, FL9s would sometimes be assigned to a 

Penn Job. The only passenger motors left were the ten Jets.
Here are two FL9s at Bartow in The Bronx.



FL9s on The Hell Gate Bridge. Note 
that it took two FL9s to do what 
one motor would do.



FL9s enter 3rd rail territory at
Woodlawn, NY on the NYC.



FL9s departing Stamford;1968



Springfield, MA; 1965



Berkshire Jct. 1959



Berlin, CT; Jan. 1958



FL9/GP9 South Station





PC repainted the FL9s in this “stunning”
black & white scheme.

The engines were re- numbered into the PC system.



When keep ’em running over-rode
keep ‘em painted.



The MTA on 
PC



New territories for the FL9s with the coming of the 
MTA/PC Metropolitan Region

Map from Diesels to Park Ave.



While operating under the MTA thru PC’s Metropolitan 
Region, the FL9s got a bit more colorful.



April 1,1976 CONRAIL goes 
into effect

The FL9s now enter their  3rd

ownership.



The FL9s retained the same basic MTA scheme; PC 
came off and were replaced by the new CR logo.

But wait. . . .there’s more!

Congress mandates that by Jan. 1, 1983

CONRAIL must exit passenger 
service. . .



Jan. 1, 1983 Metro-North Commuter 
Railroad is created and assumes all the 
passenger service from CONRAIL on  the 
Harlem, Hudson and New Haven



FL9 in Metro-North color scheme; the 4th for the FL9’s



In 1985 ConnDOT has four FL9s 
rebuilt by Chrome Locomotive and 

repainted in the standard

New Haven color scheme.



Rebuilt FL9 in South Norwalk 
enroute to Danbury



Amtrak purchases a total of 12 FL9s 
beginning in 1975.



Amtrak FL9 at Beacon,NY





Eastern States Exposition 

1960 along with The Car 1000



IT HAPPENED TO JANE
July, 1958



TH



The FL9 and its successor.

FL9 P32AC-DM





A MAJOR BLUNDER. . .



Their true and more lasting success 
came after the PC merger when FL9s 

were sent over to the Harlem and 
Hudson Lines which allowed 

retirement of the aging ex-NYC T and P
Class motors.




